Precision Air Inc. Wins Bid to Replace AC Units at Local Mall
Encinitas Heating and Air Conditioning company replaced old units with help from helicopters at
Las Americas Premium Outlets Mall in San Diego, California.
A large team of Precision Heating and Air Conditioning skilled technicians replaced the old AC
and heating units atop the Las Americas Mall last week. Clark’s Shoe Store needed 2 rooftop
units for their business at the San Ysidro location. Precision Air won the bid over other HVAC
companies with their seasoned team of trade professionals and top customer service.
Starting before sunrise for set-up and perimeter security, the old units were removed at 7 am by
the helicopter service, Corporate Helicopters of San Diego. With a team of 5 ground and flight
crew, new rooftop units were flown up onto the roof to a waiting team of technicians. Clark’s
was able to use their new unit by the time they opened their store at 10 am.
Precision Air Inc., was founded by Stephen Diefenderfer when after 10 years in the HVAC
business he saw the need for a company that took pride in workmanship with skilled
technicians. His seasoned team of professionals each have 10 or more years of experience in
the business and believe and follow in Diefenderfer’s principle of providing excellent customer
service. The organization has quickly grown, setting them apart from other companies with their
customers recognizing Precision Air’s HVAC technical abilities and high customer satisfaction.
Clark’s Shoe Store at Las Americas Mall needed a HVAC company that had trade professionals
skilled in installing commercial rooftop systems. The job also required a team large enough and
who had the resources to get the units on the roof as well as done in a timely and safe manner
without disruption to the Las Americas Mall. Precision Air has experience in commercial installs
along with the procedures and protocols to complete the job. Precision Air met the criteria over
numerous other companies and completed the job with their knowledgeable team.
“We pride ourselves on being a one stop shop that is able to meet all of our client’s needs, “says
Stephen Diefenderfer, owner and operator of Precision Air, Inc., “Our goal is to provide the
highest quality design and installation services, on schedule, and on budget along with
outstanding customer service.”
In addition to commercial and industrial services, Precision Air also works on residential
including installation, inspections, maintenance and repair, and preparation of air conditioning
and heating. They use state of the art diagnostic equipment to analyze problems working
throughout San Diego County. For more information on Precision Air Inc., or to contact them,
please go to: https://precision-ac.com/

